
to exaggerate the impact of such a crisis on a society totally reliant on 
primitive agriculture; three centuries later, in a much better regulated 
economy, Shakespeare was still driven to evoke unforgettable images of 
similar natural catastrophes.8  The effect on the medieval mind-set, a full 
generation before the ultimate misery of the Black Death, was 
powerfully apocalyptic: the world appeared afflicted, the horrors 
compounded by supernatural portents in which 'the hand of God appears 
raised against us'. Already the comet of 1313, it was said, had signalled 
the English debcicle of Bannockburn, and now an even more dazzling 
comet trailing across the bitter winter of 1315-16 seemed to testify to a 
general pestilence: 

Finally there appeared a huge comet, conspicuous above the four regions 
of the earth, enthroned near the North Pole, shedding its rays all night long 
and holding its course from Christmas Eve until Twelfth Night, and 
foretelling later misfortunes to many parts of the world And in the Year of 
Our Lord 1316 there occurred in the realm of England cruel and horrible 
deaths afflicting the people so far as to cause a splitting asunder of the 
spirit and the flesh... 9  

The more concrete results of a medieval famine, at a time when 
England's population was probably unsustainably high, have often been 
described: high mortality, derelict homes, vacant holdings, land reverting 
to waste around dying villages and, inevitably, unparalleled inflation and 
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8 The sense of universal collapse and the malevolence of `wreakful heaven' (Timon of 
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